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Experience is by industry achieved and perfected by the swift course of time."—Shakespeare

Haskins & Sells
at Seventy-Five
When, in the long journey that is life,
an organization passes the three-quarters of a century milestone and moves
forward into the future, some of us
connected with it may pause to ask:
Why has Haskins & Sells survived
in the race, when so many others have
dropped out or disappeared before
seventy-five years? Why are we stronger than ever today when, in the same
time span, so many other organizations
pass their peak, wither and die? What
do we in this Firm have that is so special?
There is no simple answer, of course,
because Haskins & Sells is a large organization, a compound of many parts
and elements. At its start seventy-five
years ago it was merely a partnership
agreement between two men, Charles
Waldo Haskins and Elijah Watt Sells,
who opened their small office at No. 2
Nassau Street in the New York financial
district. Through the years from 1895
to 1970, the partnership they formed
has grown into one of the ranking firms
of independent accountants in the
world. Indeed, our offices, our people
and our services circle the globe.
No doubt, one reason for the success
of H&S over seventy-five years is that
it was solidly founded by two men of
great ability and industry, who were
dedicated to rendering the finest possible professional service to their clients.
Although Mr. Haskins lived through
but eight years of the Firm's early life,
Elijah Watt Sells remained at the helm

for twenty-nine years, until 1924. In
his time the profession of public accounting came of age; and our Firm
under the leadership of Mr. Sells and
his partners grew to maturity with the
profession.
Another important reason for the
success of Haskins & Sells, I think, has
been our long-standing dedication to
improving and modernizing our methods. Back in the early 1920s, before I
joined H&S as an assistant accountant,
the Firm set aside most of the time of
John Wildman, Ed Kracke, Will Bell
and Ed Gause, four very important
partners, so that they could study situations that sometimes would go wrong
on an audit, and determine what we
could do to prevent them. As one part
of their study, these men carefully went
through several hundred cases of serious defalcations, and related them to
controls and procedures that might be
used to forestall such occurrences in
similar situations. From their work, in
the late Twenties, came our Firm's internal control questionnaire, an innovation in public accounting that put us
well ahead of the field at that time.
It has been characteristic of H&S
through the years to invest time and
effort in development, in searching for
new and more effective ways to serve
our clients. We were never content to
be followers; it was our style to get
out in front and be leaders. For instance, as early as the mid-1920s we
had made it a standard procedure to

observe the taking of physical inventories. Many other firms didn't even do
so in the mid-Thirties. And when the
Securities Act of 1933 went into effect,
we immediately initiated a program of
having an overriding review by a partner in the Executive Office, in addition
to the review by the practice office
partner supervising the engagement,
on all registration statements—the same
as we do today.
In later years, Ken Stringer saw the
need for a practical statistical sampling
plan for auditors, and worked for several years with Professor Fred Stephan
of Princeton University in developing
and introducing the special H&S Plan
that is used so extensively in our practice today. The principal mathematical
feature that distinguishes this plan
from those previously available is its
capability to provide rigorous reliability
and monetary precision limits even
though samples may include no monetary errors or only a few. Its flexibility
and ease of application by auditors is
another unique feature. More recently,
the development of our Auditape System to facilitate effective use of computers by auditors and others who are
not computer specialists, and our sharing of it with other firms, has been
widely recognized as a service to the
profession.
It all adds up to this: our Firm has
known for many years that it is just as
important for us to pursue research
work in our field as it is for any manufacturing company to carry on its program of R&D—research and development. We have been in the R&D business for a long time, and we have
drawn great strength from the results
we have gained from our effort.
A separate reason why we in Haskins
& Sells have gone ahead, I think, is that
our Firm was one of the first to hire college graduates in a systematic way. Before I came to H&S in 1927 from the

University of Illinois, most accountants
that we hired were the so-called "practical accountants" who had learned
their trade on the job, as bookkeepers.
But in the late 1920s Mr. Wildman
and the men directing the Firm's research work with him decided they
needed college-trained accountants, so
H&S began to go to the campuses to
recruit. As a result, we had a better educated group of seasoned men in the
Firm when the big expansion in our
practice came after World War II.
Today, of course, we recruit almost
exclusively in the colleges and universities. Last year we recruited more college graduates than the Firm had employees when I started. As a necessary
adjunct of our systematic recruitment
of college-trained accountants we established many years ago a well organized
training program for those recruits
which has been expanded and improved over the years and is today a
very comprehensive program. As long
ago as when I joined the staff we had a
well established policy of rotation of
staff accountants on engagements,
which contributed to their variety of
experience and provided our clients
with a fresh viewpoint on their affairs.
Another distinction that has something to do with the growth of H&S is
our long established policy that every
engagement be under the active supervision of a partner. Until recent years
we had more partners than the other
accounting firms, because we insisted
on the most painstaking possible supervision in the field. Our Firm from its inception has insisted on an objective approach to our opinions, but within that
framework has sought awareness of
possible constructive service to our
clients which could contribute strength
to the clients' operations. And, of
course, the survival of our Firm has
been due in no small measure to the
attention by our partners and manage-

ment to the business aspects of our
practice.
Finally, one vital factor that has kept
us healthy and growing to our 75th
anniversary is something more easily
felt than seen. It is the Haskins & Sells
spirit, for which we are indebted to
those who have performed in the H&S
way in the past and who set the pattern
for our present success. They established an esprit de corps that enables
us to work as a team with true cohesiveness, and inspires us to strive constantly
to serve our clients in a thoroughly professional and constructive manner. Our
partners and our offices are knit together in a common effort by a common sense of purpose and common
tradition. We are all individuals and
different one from another, but we recognize our interdependence with each
other and are united by our common
goals and our cooperative spirit. Despite our tremendous growth, all of us
remain dedicated to the ideal that has
marked our Firm from its earliest years
—the pursuit of excellence.
Today our Firm is recognized as a
leader in the profession of public accounting. As for tomorrow, I see nothing ahead but opportunities for continued growth and ever higher levels
of service to our clients—and through
them to society as a whole.
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